
The software platform of choice
for demand aggregation

The best platform to monetize flexibility

Optimal flexibility management  • Day ahead trading & real time operation



Bamboo Energy improves your internal operations, offering 
customised solutions depending on your specific needs and portfolio.

is the leading SaaS platform

Allowing automation of flexibility management 
and portfolio optimization.

Artificial intelligence algorithms

Embeddable SaaS platform
With the platform of the retailer and 

with the end customer.

Easy, user-friendly interface
Helps you visualize and operate the SaaS.

Adaptable to legislative contexts
Platform able to adapt to all markets and 
their updates.

Ability to manage all types of assets
Of flexibility demand within your portfolio.

Low investment and low risk
Thanks to its proven technology and the 
team behind it.

Data collection and monitoring
Of the costs and earnings of the assets.

Customer-centric organization

Agile and focused on each individual client.



adds value to your business

 Whether you are an energy retailer or independent aggregator, 
don’t miss the opportunity to generate additional revenue

streams with high return on investment.

We are your flexibility partner

Shopping centres, hotels, hospitals, and
universities create revenues without 

impacting the occupant's thermal comfort.

SaaS architecture and embeddable platform able to adapt to customer 
requirements and regulations whilst minimising customisation efforts.

Artificial intelligence core reduces investment costs and allows customised solutions. 

The capabilities to manage a mix of several demand flexibility assets, 
avoids asset discrimination.

Industries reduce their energy bill and 
their carbon footprint.

Our Partners

Electric vehicles optimize the charging 
strategies to either create revenues or 

reduce costs.

Buildings or energy communities with PV 
panels and electric batteries increase return 

of investment on these assets.



for your flexibility portfolio

Ready to start the energy transition?

Load forecast
Advanced Machine Learning

techniques for energy consumption.

Intraday operations
Real time operations for

flexible assets.

Flexibility forecast
Unique and proprietary solution to predict 

your customers’ flexibility.

Optimal bidding strategies
Day ahead, in secondary

reserve or tertiary reserve.

Request a demo today   � Manel Sanmarti
msanmarti@bambooenergy.tech


